N O R M A N H A L L R EH AB I L I TATI ON
D ON OR R ECO GN ITI ON OP PORTUN ITI ES
COLLEGE OF ED UC ATI ON

Norman Hall is a nexus of opportunity,
learning, challenge and growth. It is where
we embrace the power of learning and
prepare to change lives.
“The renovations will make
the building more suitable
for preparing the educators
and educational leaders who
will address the educational
opportunities and challenges
of the future.”
Glenn E. Good, PhD
Dean, College of Education

Some changes are certainly welcome, and we hope you share that
sentiment about the rehabilitation of our historic Norman Hall.
Scheduled to begin May 2018, this long-awaited project will transform our
learning environment, creating spaces and opportunities for greater collaboration
and greater impact. The project will protect the historic value and character of
Norman Hall, while making needed improvements to our aging facility. We look
forward to sharing more about this transformative project with you.

Norman Hall Highlights
»»

Total Space:
88,000 square feet

»»

LEED Certification

»»

Start: May 2018

»»

High Impact Classrooms:
11 classrooms

»»

Anticipated Completion:
Fall 2019

»»

Professional Development Center

Your investment will help prepare
generations of future EduGators, providing
them with a physical environment that
fosters innovative thinking and outstanding
teaching and research.

CONTACTS
Brian K. Danforth
Sr. Director of Development
bdanforth@coe.ufl.edu
(352)273-4140

Glenn E. Good
Dean
ggood@coe.ufl.edu
(352)273-4135

The historic Norman Hall Rehabilitation Project offers a number of donor
recognition opportunities that provide a special way for you to leave a lasting
legacy at the University of Florida College of Education. By naming a space in the
building, you can put your name or the name of someone you would like to honor
or memorialize.
Eighty percent of each donor recognition gift will be used to enhance the newly
established Education Strategic Endowment. This endowment will allow the
college to have an income generating fund that will build lasting financial strength
and ensure academic quality, while continuing the momentum of the college
through the priorities of the Dean. Twenty percent of each gift will be placed
in a capital project fund for immediate use on this project including additional
construction costs, furnishings, and technology.
Thank you for your interest in supporting the College of Education’s future!

Lighting The Way
Norman Hall is where we embrace the power of learning and prepare to change lives. Our beloved building has
born witness to many accomplishments. And now as we work toward building a brighter future we know there
are more opportunities ahead. We haven’t gotten to where we are alone. Our alumni, faculty, friends and Norman
community have all helped to light the path forward.

Professional Development Center
Located adjacent to original Norman Hall, Norman Gym, and the grand oak
tree in the Norman courtyard, the eco-friendly newly constructed Professional
Development Center is an impressive mix of modern conveniences and historic
elements consistent with iconic Norman Hall. The sorely needed Center can host
guest speakers, special class meetings, seminars, receptions, and professional
development events for up to 125 educators and guests from Florida and beyond.
The Center, located in the old Norman loading dock, is fully equipped with the
latest telecommunications and presentation technologies, a catering kitchen, and
storage room to hold tables and chairs to reconfigure the room from a lecture
setting with rectangular tables to a small banquet with round tables. Storage
facilities also are capable of holding Gator-branded linens and supplies.

Investment Opportunity - $3,000,000

Outdoor Plaza
Wrapping around the south end of Old Norman and the Professional
Development Center, the newly constructed Outdoor Plaza offers a setting for
students, faculty, and community gatherings. A door at one end of the Plaza
opens to a new café where visitors can pick up coffee and a snack for meetings at
new tables and benches in the Plaza. With a new direct connection to the existing
courtyard, the Plaza will quickly become a favorite location to meet or study.

Investment Opportunity - $1,000,000

EduGator Student Commons
As the former P.K. Yonge Developmental Research School serving K-12 students,
Norman Hall was not designed with open areas for student gatherings. The
modern college environment demands informal learning spaces where students
can gather to prepare for class, charge a laptop or phone, and transition between
classes. Located throughout the building, sorely-needed large and small spaces
will bring a new dimension to college life and encourage UF students to linger a
bit longer in Norman Hall.

Investment Opportunity - $250,000

The Historic Classroom

BEFORE

Originally an ornately-designed library serving P.K. Yonge’s students, the Historic
Classroom was replete with classic wooden casework, gilding, and intricate
plaster ceilings. The room began serving university students as a classroom in the
1960s after P.K. Yonge moved to a new building just off campus.
This iconic space will be rehabilitated to reflect its original grandeur, with
restoration or reconstruction of the embellishments that made this grand reading
room memorable. Reflecting the unique nature of this cherished space, the room
will be used for occasional class meetings, select guest speakers, small college
events, and informal gatherings.

AFTER

Investment Opportunity - $500,000

High Impact Classrooms

BEFORE

AFTER

The heart of any university building is its classrooms where generations of
students have opportunities to interact with top-notch educators and talented
peers. Classrooms should be designed to inspire students and innovative
educators while sufficiently flexible to meet particular needs of specific courses.
Many of Norman Hall’s classrooms had not changed since the building opening
in the early 1930s. While largely located in the same locations as the original
classrooms in order to honor the building’s past, new classrooms will have
modern designs that place learning first, allowing instructors the flexibility to
rearrange furnishings and technologies easily. Some new classrooms will include
those that are technology-centered, specialty area focused (such as a science
lab), and more traditional designs. The rehabilitated Norman Hall will include
classrooms of varying sizes to the accommodate all sizes of classes. Nearly
all of the original 1930s classrooms had two electrical outlets, but they will be
reimagined for the students of today that charge laptops, tablets, and phones.

Investment Opportunity - $50,000- $150,000

Online Learning Institute (OLI)
The interdisciplinary OLI find ways to improve student learning by merging the
teaching sciences and what is known about the brain with the technology that
delivers education at a distance. This new institute is one of the centerpieces
in the College’s innovative efforts to be among the very best in the nation and
is attracting leading scholars and grant funding to support its mission. Suitable
spaces do not yet exist for faculty, research labs, and doctoral students. OLI
research and education projects require resources beyond those found in the
rehabilitated building, such as the Professional Development Center.

Investment Opportunity - $50,000- $1,000,000

DONOR RECOGNITION OPPORTUNITY

QUANTITY AVAILABLE

GIFT AMOUNT

1. College of Education

1

$30,000,000

2. Professional Development Center

1

$3,000,000

3. Outdoor Plaza

1

$1,000,000

4. EduGator Advising and Success Center

1

$1,000,000

5. The Historic Classroom

1

$500,000

6. EduGator Student Commons

2

$250,000

7. South Gateway and Atrium

1

$250,000

8. Historic Lobby

1

$250,000

9. Immersion STEM Laboratories

2

$100,000 - $150,000
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QUANTITY AVAILABLE

GIFT AMOUNT

10. Leadership Suite

1

$100,000

11. Seminar Rooms

5

$75,000

12. Online Learning Institute (OLI)

1

$50,000 - $1,000,000

13. High Impact Classrooms

11

$50,000 - $150,000

14. Collaborative Conference Rooms

5

$50,000 - $100,000

15. Student Study Rooms

3

$50,000

16. Educational Art Piece (Plaza)

1

$50,000

17. Education Artifacts/Art

1

$15,000
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